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In 1994, the late Richard J. Herrnstein and I pub lished The Bell Curve (Herrnstein and Murray, 1994) and set off an avalanche of editorials, news stories, articles and entire books in response. That avalanche included valuable technical contributions that have moved the debate forward. But much of the reaction that went under the cover of scholarly critique baf fled me because it seemed transparently meretricious.
These people were too smart and well trained to be lieve their own arguments, I said to myself, and I spent many hours imagining how they rationalized lying (in my not-disinterested view) about the book's arguments and evidence. But The Bell Curve wasn't a unique case. For books on certain high-profile policy issues?Bjorn Lomborg's The Skeptical Environmentalist (Lomborg, 1998) is another prominent example?the ordinary rules constraining scholarly debate seem to go out the window. In my more paranoid moments, I envision a secret initiation for newly-appointed assistant pro fessors in the social sciences that goes something like this:
Over the last few decades, a number of books on public policy aimed at a lay readership have advanced conclusions that no socially responsible person can abide, written so cleverly that they have misled many gullible people.
Unfortunately, the people who write such books of ten call upon data that have some validity, which con fronts us with a dilemma. Such books must be dis credited, but if we remain strictly within the rules of scholarly discourse, they won't be. What to do? Recall Lawrence Kohlberg's theory of moral development: At the sixth and highest level of morality, it is permis sible to violate ordinary ethical conventions to serve a higher good (Kohlberg, 1981) . Such is the situation forced upon us by these books. Let me offer six strate gies that you may adapt to the specific situation you face.
As you consider these strategies, always keep in mind the cardinal principle when attacking the tar get book: Hardly anyone in your audience will have read it. If you can convince the great majority who never open the book, it doesn't matter that the tiny mi nority who have read it will know what you are doing.
#1. THE WHOLE THING IS A MESS
This is a form of softening up, "preparing the battle field" as the military would put it. The goal is to gener ate maximum smoke. The specific criticisms need not be central to the target book's argument. They need not even be relevant. All you need to do is to create an impression of many errors, concluding with, "If a sophomore submitted this as a paper in my introduc tory [insert name of course], I would flunk it."
Samples offer a rich source of smoke. Something is wrong with every sample. Start with that assumption, which has the advantage of being true, seek out that something, and then announce that the data are uninter pretable. If the sample is representative, argue that the Don't make the beginner's mistake of using "could" instead of "can" in this formulation?a careful reader might notice the implication that the alternative has no evidence to back it up.
#4. NOTHING IS INNOCENT
If you can persuade your audience that the author of the target book is slanting the data, you cast a cloud of suspicion over everything the author says. Thus the rationale for strategy #4, again happily requiring no ev idence: Treat any inconsistency or complication in the target book's interpretation of the data as deliberately duplicitous. Some useful phrases are that the author "tries to obscure... " or "conspicuously fails to men tion. .. " or "pretends not to be aware that_" Here, remember that the more detailed the book's technical presentation, the more ammunition you have: any time the author introduces a caveat or an alternative inter pretation in an endnote or appendix, it has been delib erately hidden.
#5. SOMEONE SOMEWHERE SOMETIME HAS SAID WHAT YOU PREFER TO BE TRUE
Sometimes the target book will use evidence based on a review of the extant technical literature. Such evi dence is as easy to attack as the quantitative evidence if you remember "The Rule of One," which is as follows:
In a literature in which a large number of studies find X but even one study finds not-X, and the finding X is pernicious, you may ignore the many and focus exclu sively on the one. Ideally, the target book will not have cited the anomalous study, allowing you to charge that the author deliberately ignored it (see strategy #4). But even if the target book includes the anomalous study in its literature review, you can still treat the one as defin itive. Don't mention the many.
A related principle is the "Preferential Option for the Most Favorable Finding," applied to panel studies and/or disaggregated results for subsamples. If the au thor of the target book has mentioned the overall results of such a study, find the results for one of the panels or one of the subsamples that are inconsistent with the overall finding, and focus on them. As you gain ex perience, you will eventually be able to attack the tar get book using one subsample from an early panel and another subsample from a later panel without anyone noticing.
#6. THE JUDICIOUS USE OF THE BIG LIE
Finally, let us turn from strategies based on half truths and misdirection to a more ambitious approach: to borrow from Goebbels, the Big Lie. The necessary and sufficient condition for a success ful Big Lie is that the target book has at some point discussed a politically sensitive issue involving gender, race, class or the environment, and has treated this is sue as a scientifically legitimate subject of investigation (note that the discussion need not be a long one, nor is it required that the target book takes a strong position, nor need the topic be relevant to the book's main argu ment). Once this condition is met, you can restate the book's position on this topic in a way that most people will find repugnant (e.g., women are inferior to men, blacks are inferior to whites, we don't need to worry about the environment), and then claim that this repug nant position is what the book is about.
What makes the Big Lie so powerful is the multiplier effect you can get from the media. A television news show or a syndicated columnist is unlikely to repeat a technical criticism of the book, but a nicely framed Big Lie can be newsworthy. And remember: It's not just the public who won't read the target book. Hardly anybody in the media will read it either. If you can get your accusation into one important outlet, you can start a chain reaction. Others will repeat your accusation, soon it will become the conventional wisdom, and no one will remember who started it. Done right, the Big Lie can forever after define the target book in the public mind.
So there you have it: six tough but effective strate gies for making people think that the target book is an irredeemable mess, the findings are meaningless, the author is incompetent and devious and the book's the sis is something it isn't. Good luck and good hunting.
